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Island Forestry

Different landscape, similar themes

Leaders focus on invasives, reforestation

Understanding forest management on the
Pacific Islands can be difficult for anyone
who has not left the mainland. Island forests
are highly diverse, and most forest landowners manage smaller parcels than forest
professionals are used to dealing with in the
United States.
Many of the tree species found in the
Pacific Islands are unique to their region, as
is the wildlife that inhabits them.
And the economic benefits of the forest
stretch beyond timber production. Island forestry is a business – tourism business. “People
come and look up into the mountains and are
in awe of its beauty,” says Hawaii Association
of Conservation Districts President Rick
Robinson. “While we do have economic uses
of the forests, we also see them as having an
economic use on a visual scale.”
But one thing island forests have in common with forest ecosystems everywhere is
their share of resource concerns.
No matter the island, addressing invasive
plants, insects and mammals is a top priority.
They spread rapidly and can destroy native
forests, and present a great challenge to the
forest landowners and resource specialists
dealing with them. And each island has its own

unique ecosystem challenges to deal with.
The thorny weed can consume an area that’s
In Hawaii, for example, invasive plants recently been cleared in little time.
Where does it all come from? By defirange from trees to shrubs to herbaceous
plants. “Strawberry guava, Miconia from nition, invasive plants are imported to the
French Polynesia, Koster’s curse … the list islands by humans, whether deliberately or
could go on and on,” says NRCS State accidentally. But once naturalized, they can
Forester Michael Constantinides. To com- be nearly impossible to eradicate. Robinson
bat the problem, Constantinides says island simplifies the strategy for most: “It’s imporresource managers often rely on partnerships. tant that we focus on how to prevent new
“The islands are small, and
individual agency resourc“Here you acknowledge and respect and
es are limited,” he says.
“Partnerships have become
thank the forest for the trees you cut. It
a strong and active comreally helps you to get more in touch with
ponent of our management
the spiritual side of your commitment to
regime here.” For example, the Hawaii Invasive
conservation.”
Species Council was
Rick Robinson, President
established to coordinate
Hawaii Association of Conservation Districts
management of invasive
species, and includes field
crews on each of Hawaii’s principal islands ones from coming in. The ones we have here,
it’s been my experience it’s next to imposthat go out and address invasive issues.
Guam is tackling the coconut rhinoceros sible to get rid of them.”
beetle, little fire ant, brown tree snake, Asain
Another obstacle for island forestry is a
cycad scale and feral ungulates. Guam also lack of infrastructure. Markets are unpredicthas to deal with invasive plants such as able, and access to available forestry profesAfrican tulip, Pink Tecoma, Chinese Chaste sionals and loggers is limited. “And the stanTree, numerous invasive vines and now add dardized procedures aren’t there,” says Katie
giant mimosa to the list. According to Justin Friday of Forest Service State and Private
Santos, the Acting Chief Forester for the Guam Forestry in Region 5. “Every time we talk
Department of Agriculture, giant mimosa is inventory and management plan, or define
something new and is being closely monitored timber dollars, it all has to be reinvented and
before it becomes a big problem for the island. approximated.”
Friday believes this is an area where
conservation districts can help. “Because
See 'Island Forestry' on back page

Taking on a rhino in Guam
The coconut rhinoceros beetle has been
attacking Pacific Island forests for close to a
century. When it found Palau, it needed less
than a decade to consume the vast majority
of the island’s coconut trees. Several years
ago it found its way to Guam.
At the time, Roland Quitugua was just
beginning work as a consulting arborist.
The Department of Agriculture was looking
for someone to lead the fight against the
rhino beetle and enlisted Quitugua; he now
oversees the project through the University
of Guam Cooperative Extension.
Quitugua, who also represents Guam
as an NACD Board Member, explains the
rhino beetle is an even greater threat to
Guam than other islands due to the abundance of the resource it attacks. A forest
survey conducted in 2002 found the coconut
to be the second-most abundant species in
the island’s forest system. Some locals sell
coconuts to tourists for as much as $5 a
nut; mostly, however, the coconut feeds the
forest’s lifecycle. The beetles chew into the
crown of coconut palms to feed on sap. If
the growing tip is injured, the palm may be
killed, or suffer a decrease in leaf and nut
production.
To stop the spread of the pest, Quitugua
and others first tried to use traps and lures
that had proven successful on other islands,
but they did not show the same results on

Guam. Quitugua says his group is exploring
ways to build a better trap, and continue to
use the existing traps as monitoring devices
to study population and movement.
Guam’s forest ecosystem makes defending the rhino beetle especially challenging.
On most islands, the beetle has natural
predators to help control numbers, but Guam
has few rats and birds. This allows the rhino
beetle exclusive access to treetops, where
damage has been considerable. “Because
of our low bird population and relatively
low rat population, rhino beetles are going
unchecked. Here they can run amok,” he
says.
Mother Nature isn’t helping, either.
Super typhoons kill trees and leave dead
organic matter behind on the forest floor,
creating a breeding ground for rhino beetles
– “a buffet,” as Quitugua calls it.
But Guam has found help in areas where
it hadn’t expected it.
One of the beetle’s assumed predators
on Guam is hardly a friend of conservation
leaders. In areas where the feral ungulate
population is high, the beetle’s population
is low. “We have not been able to prove it,
but the only thing we can deduce is that the
ungulates are foraging on the rhino beetle
grubs,” says Quitugua. The feral ungulates –
mostly pig and deer – also eat tree seedlings
and disturb the forest floor. In time, Guam

must deal with them, too.
But in the battle against
invasive threats to the
forest, leaders like Quitugua
know they must win battles
where and when
they can. One of the
most effective forms of
control for the beetle has
been a green muscardine
fungus that affects its
ability to breed. Fungal
spores are inoculated on to
piles of coconut green
waste. When the beetles
lay their eggs, the fungus
comes in contact with the
beetle grubs and kill them
over time. The adult beetles also pick up the
fungus and carry it with them when they go
somewhere else to breed.
Quitugua credits Guam’s soil and water
conservation districts for helping to advance
the invasive species conversation. “They
have driven this since this beginning. They
make sure local lawmakers are aware of
what’s going on.” Recently, districts helped
to make invasive species a focus of Guam’s
stewardship week, held at the end of May.
To learn more about Guam’s efforts in
eradicating the coconut rhinoceros beetle,
email Quitugua at rolandq@uguam.uog.edu.

Agroforestry always in practice

Forestry adds beauty to World War II National
Park in Guam.

One thing leaders at the National
Agroforestry Center in Lincoln, Nebraska
will tell you is that the idea of agroforestry
sticks, just not always the name. The same
is true in the islands, even though farmers
and landowners there have been practicing
agroforestry for centuries – eons, maybe.
No one knows. It’s part of the way they
manage their land, not just an efficient practice for maximizing yield.
“They don’t use the word agroforestry,”
says NRCS Assistant Director of Field
Operations Bart Lawrence. “It’s tree planting for them.”
Agroforestry is defined as the combination of agriculture and forestry to create
integrated and sustainable land-use systems. In Guam it commonly consists of
using multi-story cropping as a form of
windbreak. Landowner Bernard Watson has
installed more than 60,000 linear feet of
perimeter and in-field windbreaks to help
manage his 30-acre parcel. Watson divided
his fields with secondary windbreaks, all

designed to NRCS specifications, and was
able to secure funding through EQIP.
Lawrence says that landowners use
windbreaks to help protect against strong
tradewinds that can be incredibly damaging to field crops. “We have a lot of plants
that have adapted to prevailing winds that
get up to 20 miles per hour,” he says. “The
windbreaks help all the way around.”
Landowners like to incorporate breadfruit trees with regular fruit-bearing crops
like banana and papaya, and sometimes
with citrus plants mixed in. Island resource
leaders are currently trying to save ironwood, a primary tree species used in windbreaks. A virus or bacteria has impacted the
ironwood population drastically in recent
years. If there is an upside, however, it’s
that landowners are now using more native
trees for windbreak projects.
For more information about agroforestry, and different types of practices, visit
the National Agroforestry Center’s website
at http://nac.unl.edu.

SUCCESS STORIES

Collaboration is key in Hawaii
Long after federal Stewardship Incentives
Program dollars dried up, state funds have
helped to keep Forest Stewardship thriving
in Hawaii. Cost-share rates have been favorable, and in some cases the management
plan is paid for in full with program dollars.
But limited resources in recent years and
rising interest in forest restoration projects,
and thus a need for more plans, has made it
difficult for the Hawaii Division of Forestry
and Wildlife to keep up.
For help, the Forest Service has turned to
a familiar partner.
A few years ago, conservation leaders in
Hawaii signed a state-level forestry MOU
patterned after the national Joint Forestry
Team. The partnership consists of the state
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW),
Hawaii Association of Conservation Districts
(HACD), Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) and the U.S. Forest Service.
For leaders of all four groups, it makes
sense. “We’re creating something that’s not
just government led – it’s fed, it’s state, it’s
the SWCDs,” says HACD President Rick
Robinson of the partnership. “It’s just not a
government entity saying ‘Take this.’ It’s a
collaboration.”
For landowners, it means the best of
both worlds when it comes to forest stewardship. Now, when a landowner shows
interest in getting a plan, Hawaii DOFAW
and NRCS work together to ensure the
landowner receives the best possible service.
And in most cases, a Forest Stewardship
management plan approved by DOFAW is
99 percent compliant with NRCS’ requirements for EQIP funding.
Staff for both agencies send landowners
to whichever office best suits their needs.
In many ways, the Hawaii forestry MOU
partners now provide a unified message to
the forest landowner.
Says NRCS State Forester Michael
Constantinides, “We’ve supported the
Division of Forestry and Wildlife during

“The objective is that if
you’re sitting on the forestry
cooperator’s side, the story
and picture is similar no
matter what agency you’re
talking to.”
Michael Constantinides
Hawaii NRCS State Forester

Leaders in Hawaii are using the state's forestry MOU to work together to address forest resource
concerns. They agree the MOU has made a positive impact.

their efforts to update the Program, from
their manual, statutes and administrative
rules, to standardizing conservation practice
naming, management plan templates, and
the things we do within our various agencies
and programs. The objective is that if you’re
sitting on the forestry cooperator’s side, the
story and picture is similar no matter what
agency you’re talking to.”
“What we’re striving toward is getting resources in the hands of landowners to do the work,” says Katie Friday of
Forest Service State and Private Forestry
in Region 5. “There will always be reasons
why the landowner might find one agency
a better fit than the other, but since there
are funds available for both our hope is that
by having a one-stop shop for landowners we can minimize their frustration and
delay.”
Another reason why forestry collaboration is working in Hawaii is due to the degree
to which management plans are scrutinized.
Every forest stewardship plan is reviewed
by the state Forest Stewardship Committee,
which includes the State Extension Forester,
Forest Stewardship coordinator, NRCS and
Forest Service representatives, at least one
person representing landowners, one representing industry, someone from U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, a land trust, officials
from county government and the soil and
water conservation districts.
After a proposal is submitted, the plan

is thoroughly reviewed at the next quarterly
meeting, at which time committee members
are able to provide technical feedback and
ask questions. “Plans often are brought
back for a second meeting before they are
approved,” says Friday.
Approximately a dozen proposals are
submitted each year, ranging anywhere from
five to thousands of acres.
Landowners are motivated by favorable cost-share rates. This is the result of
the types of practices Hawaii landowners
have planned for their land. “I’m from New
England originally,” says Friday, “and a lot
of times there when you’re talking about
Forest Stewardship you’re talking about
someone with an existing forest resource.
Their plan is designed to help provide
income and shape the forest for the future. In
Hawaii, by and large, it starts with restoring
the forest. They need as much cost-share as
they can get upfront. It could involve something that’s been in sugarcane or pasture for
years and now they’re trying to restore it to
forest.”
And because the landowner has stood
up to the process, and received the approval
of all of the state’s forestry partners, he or
she can now explore all options for forestry
assistance, with plenty of help to point the
landowner in the right direction.
To learn more about the Joint Forestry
Team, and other state-level MOUs, visit
http://jointforestryteam.org.

Island Forestry ... continued from front page
so many of the markets and procedures are
unique, or irregular, districts are in a position to match up wood that’s a byproduct of
landscaping or after a storm with the people
interested in buying it. Whether that’s information networks or a wood yard, it fills a
gap, and requires someone with local roots.”
Local districts also assist agency staff
by helping to educate government on forest
health concerns. “The districts are able to
help lobby for certain resource needs because
of their position,” says Santos. “Their goals
and objectives coincide with our goals and
objectives. We help one another.”
Something that has island forestry professionals excited is a growing interest from
landowners in restoring native trees on the
islands to help re-establish the forest landscape. It can be difficult due to a variety of
factors, whether it’s the cost of the restoration
project or an absence of fencing to prevent
feral ungulates (pig, sheep, deer, goats) from
consuming seedlings. But island landowners
have made the commitment, and conservation
leaders are helping. On the island of Hawaii,
conservation districts are assisting native tree
restoration as part of a watershed recovery

project in Kohala. On other islands, landowners are using state and federal cost-share to
bring native vegetation back to the land.
“Everyone learns from each other,” says
Bart Lawrence, the NRCS Assistant Director
for Field Office Operations for Micronesia
based in Guam. “Soon we’re expecting a
group from Rota. It’ll be their third year here
to examine our restoration forestry projects.”
Non-governmental natural resource management organizations are also common on
the islands. Often groups are made up of
students interested in conservation projects.
One such example is the Humatak Project,
a community-led effort to revive Guam's
watersheds, coral reef and fisheries. It was
started by a local PhD candidate who began
studying how upland restoration is changing
sediment delivery to coral reef.
Replanting native trees can help to reduce
sediment in runoff, but often reforestation is
a challenge that must be dealt with in stages.
Says Lawrence, “We have very acidic, low
fertility, high aluminum, volcanic soils. And
Guam’s native plants are not adapted to
growing in that due to degradation over the
last few thousand years.” Restoration proj-

ects usually begin by planting trees that can
tolerate the existing soil, but which over time
will enrich it to allow for native plantings. To
help these efforts, NRCS staff distributes soil
information to groups interested in reforestation projects.
Restoration projects can serve another
purpose. On some islands, groups are interested in establishing native trees in order
to build the canoes that once were an integral part of Pacific Island culture. Adds
Lawrence, “There’s a growing interest for
what they call on Guam ‘amot,’ or getting
back to using native plants for healing, food
and agroforestry.”
It’s another thing that separates many
island forest landowners from their mainland
friends: a deeper connection with the resource.
Robinson grew up in Georgia before making Hawaii his home more than 40 years ago.
“Where I grew up, you really didn’t view the
forest as anything other than a means to make
money,” he says. “Here you acknowledge
and respect and thank the forest for the trees
you cut. It really helps you to get more in
touch with the spiritual side of your commitment to conservation.”

A little help from mainland friends

The Territories of American Samoa and
Guam, the Republics of the Marshall Islands
and Palau, the Federated States of Micronesia
and the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
Islands are all active members of the Council
of Western State Foresters (CWSF) and
the Western Forestry Leadership Coalition
(WFLC). These islands are part of the U.S.
Forest Service Pacific Southwest Region.
These relationships help to tie island forestry
leaders to the mainland.
WFLC Executive Director Caitlyn
Pollihan says that while there is a big difference in the individual resource concerns
forest officials face in western states as compared to the islands, the themes are the same:
forest health, climate change, sustainability,
water and fire. “Those all have just as much
impact on the islands as they do on the mainland,” she says.
Pollihan says WFLC and its members do
what they can to keep information flowing to
and from their island partners. “We help to
bridge the ocean, if you will.” WFLC even
helps to organize regular calls to connect
mainland state foresters and Forest Service
staff with island staff.
Each year, the groups make a point to
pay one another a visit. The Chairman of
the Pacific Island Committee often attends
WFLC’s annual meeting, and WFLC sends
at least one representative, often its chairman,
to the island meeting. This year’s meeting

was held a few months ago in Guam.
Says Wyoming State Forester and CWSF
and WFLC Co-Chair Bill Crapser, “It’s important for us to have a representative there and
report on what the National Association of
State Foresters and the CWSF and WFLC are
doing, if nothing else than to make sure they
understand we consider them part of our organization and that we want their involvement.”
Pollihan says her organization is also
focused on helping congressional leaders in

Washington D.C. and partner organizations
become aware of island forestry resource concerns, and making island representatives aware
of grant opportunities, like a recent grant management training program that WFLC helped
to facilitate in two island locations.
And when WFLC engaged in the crafting
of the Cohesive Strategy for Wildland Fire
Management it made sure to seek input from
its island counterparts. “We want them to be
part of the discussion,” says Pollihan.

The Micronesia Challenge
The Micronesia Challenge is a shared commitment by the Federated
States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Palau, the Mariana Islands
and Guam to effectively conserve at least 30% of the near shore marine
resources and 20% of the terrestrial resources across Micronesia by the
year 2020.
The Micronesia Challenge Measures Working Group was formed
to identify key regional indicators and methods for tracking progress
toward achieving these goals. A subcommittee of the working group
focused on terrestrial indicators is comprised of island foresters, freshwater and wildlife natural resource managers, and conservation practitioners. The group has met in a series of workshops to reach consensus on shared regional
indicators and methodologies, many of which were recently tested in coordination with the
U.S. Forest Service in a few sites in Palau.
Recently, at the Pacific Island Foresters meeting in Guam, the Forest Service offered to
provide more regional leadership on helping to monitor regional indicators for forest health,
abatement of critical threats such as invasive species, and the effectiveness of terrestrial
management activities in helping to achieve the Micronesia Challenge.
For more information, visit www.micronesiachallenge.org.

